situations (Figure S2A3, black, p = 0.7). The distance
difference (d.d.) between dissimilar stimuli and
repetitions can be taken as an alternative measure of
discrimination. Whereas in the absence of an
oscillation no discrimination was possible (d.d. =
0.015 ± 0.05, mean ± sem, Figure S2A3, right), it was
vastly improved in the oscillation case (d.d. = 2.14 ±
0.03, p < 10-202). For direct comparison with the
discrimination scheme used in the core manuscript we
reproduced Figure 6B2 for 10 stimuli (Figure S2A4).

Supporting Results and Methods
MPOs
improve
stimulus
irrespective of cell type

discrimination

To assess whether the described enhancement of
discrimination is dependent on intrinsic neuronal
properties, we performed further simulations in a
wide variety of cellular models (Figure S1) from
simple single compartment integrate-and-fire neurons
and isopotential cells containing channels following
Hodgkin-Huxley kinetics, to complex compartmental
models of mitral cells (Shen et al., 1999), dentate
gyrus
basket,
hippocampal
granule
cells
(Santhakumar et al., 2005), and CA1 pyramidal
neurons (Traub et al., 2003). Note that these cell
types have both very different morphologies (Figure
S1A) and intrinsic parameters resulting in highly
diverse firing properties, IV relations (Figure S1B)
and intrinsic resonance properties (Figure S1C). As
no qualitative difference in discrimination could be
observed between the cell types tested (Figure S1D)
the observed oscillation-mediated enhancement of
discrimination is a general phenomenon independent
of specific cellular properties. The heterogeneous
resonance properties (Figure S1C) further suggest
that there was very little interaction between injected
oscillatory drive and intrinsic oscillations. This was
confirmed in simulations where a combination of two
oscillations with different frequencies was used.
Discrimination was improved as predicted from the
individual frequencies (Figure 7A, B and not shown).
MPOs
enhance
stimulus
irrespective of assessment method

To compare spike trains for our standard
discrimination measurement (Figure 6A1), rasters
were binned and correlated. Figure S2B shows that if
the binning width is altered from a few ms up to 100
ms, although essentially changing the neuronal
properties from coincidence detection to integration
(Gerstner et al., 1997; Konig et al., 1996; Rudolph
and Destexhe, 2003), oscillations consistently
provided superior computation. Thus, both for AP
timing codes relying on information being contained
in AP times with a necessary accuracy of few
milliseconds and for firing rate codes relying on the
AP discharge averaged over up to 100 ms, an
oscillatory drive provides substantially improved
discrimination.
Oscillatory modulation of the
enhances stimulus discrimination

input

trains

We have shown in vivo, in vitro and in simulation that
oscillations enhance AP precision. When oscillatory
current was injected and stimulus waveforms tightly
controlled, this increased AP precision dramatically
enhanced discriminability. We also tested whether the
input stimuli themselves could provide the oscillatory
drive necessary for improved discrimination. Inputs
consisted of inhibitory and excitatory inputs, both
driven by Poisson spike trains with a sinusoidally
modulated firing rate and an average firing rate of
100 Hz (Figure S3A1, A2). Varying the strength of
the modulation resulted in improved discrimination
when the levels of membrane potential oscillations
reached those obtained from direct current injection
(‘strong modulation’, Figure SA3, B). Similarly, if
oscillation amplitudes reached those observed in vivo,
discrimination was enhanced for all relevant noise
levels (Figure S3C). Thus, both injected and synaptic
oscillations enhance stimulus discrimination.

discrimination

Using a template-matching scheme and an integrateand-fire neuron we demonstrated that oscillations
substantially enhanced discrimination for a wide
range of oscillation and cellular parameters. To
further assess whether discrimination was dependent
on the choice of analysis method we determined the
PSTH difference for simulated data from an integrateand-fire neuron for the same noise range (Figure
S2A1). The PSTH difference was substantially
increased for the same noise range where Mean Rank
based discrimination was improved by the oscillation
(Figure 6). In addition, using information theory
measures such as mutual information between stimuli
and spike trains (Figure S2A2) showed that for the
same noise range mutual information was enhanced
in the presence of an oscillation. Another alternative
comparison measure such as a spike distance metric
(Victor and Purpura, 1997) was also used. Again, in
the presence of an oscillatory drive distances between
spike trains belonging to repetitions of the same
stimulus were significantly smaller than distances
between different stimuli (Figure S2A3, red, p < 105
). In the absence of an oscillation, distances between
repetitions were indistinguishable from distances
between spike trains belonging to different stimulus

To further assess the importance of the EPSP time
course we show that fast EPSPs (resulting in more
strongly patterned input current) provide better
discrimination than EPSPs with a slower kinetic
(Figure S4). The presence of an oscillation, however,
consistently improved discrimination irrespective of
the time course.

1

of one stimulus (‘ “within” repetitions of stimulus 1‘,
filled circles). Discriminability of the 100 stimuli is
guaranteed if and only if the distance between spike
trains resulting from different stimuli is larger than
the distance between spike trains that result from
repeating the same stimulus. In this situation, given a
spike train for an unknown stimulus, its distance to
“template” spike trains could be calculated and the
template that yields the lowest distance would be
identified as the underlying stimulus. Since both
spike distance metric and the mutual information
measure have much higher computational
requirements, the majority of results reported are
based on the “Discrimination” template-matching
scheme described in the main manuscript.

Methods
Simulation parameters
All compartmental simulations were carried out in
NEURON 5 (Hines and Carnevale, 1997) using a
mitral cell (Shen et al., 1999), dentate gyrus basket
and granule cell (Santhakumar et al., 2005) and CA1
pyramidal neuron model (Traub et al., 2003). For the
single compartment models cellular parameters were,
if not noted otherwise, as described in the main
manuscript. A previously described Hodgkin Huxley
model (provided by Michele Giugliano and
obtainable through http://www.mathworks.com) was
incorporated in the csim_lifnet environment and used
in Figure S1. Stimulus strength and amplitude of the
sinusoidal current injection were adjusted to yield the
same membrane potential values as in the integrateand-fire model. Resonance properties were measured
by injecting sinusoidal currents of varying frequency
with a peak-to-peak amplitude of <10 mV adjusted
with DC current injection to result in subthreshold
activity with peak depolarizations close (< 5 mV) to
threshold. The complete Matlab and Neuron code
can be obtained from the authors.

The mean rank and Discrimination measures as well
as the PSTH difference determination are described in
the main manuscript and used the same way for the
simulated data as for the in vitro recordings.
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